. Planning decrements in healthy aging: mediation effects of fluid reasoning and working memory capacity. Journals of Gerontology, Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social Sciences, doi:10.1093 Objectives. Although age-related differences in planning ability are well known, their cognitive foundations remain a matter of contention. To elucidate the specific processes underlying planning decrements in older age, the relative contributions of fluid reasoning, working memory (WM) capacity, and processing speed to accuracy on the Tower of London (TOL) planning task were investigated.
T HE process of healthy aging is accompanied by profound changes in cognitive function (Craik & Salthouse, 2000) . Accordingly, aging has been shown to entail deteriorations of complex cognitive functions such as planning abilities using disc-transfer tasks like the Tower of London (TOL; e.g., Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000; Bugg, Zook, DeLosh, Davalos, & Davis, 2006; Gilhooly, Wynn, Phillips, Logie, & Della Sala, 2002; Zook, Welsh, & Ewing, 2006) . Recently, it was demonstrated that age-induced planning deficits specifically relate to increased demands on the depth but not the breadth of searching ahead (Köstering, Stahl, Leonhart, Weiller, & Kaller, 2014;  Figure 1A ). Greater search depths (SD) require mentally anticipating longer series of intermediate moves (Spitz, Webster, & Borys, 1982) , and consequently, identifying and considering more interdependencies between moves ( Figure 1B ; Kaller, Rahm, Köstering, & Unterrainer, 2011; Köstering, McKinlay, Stahl, & Kaller, 2012) .
Despite ample evidence for age-related planning decrements, the underlying cognitive processes remain a matter of contention. In young adults, TOL performance is best predicted by fluid reasoning (Albert & Steinberg, 2011; Unterrainer et al., 2004; Zook, Davalos, DeLosh, & Davis, 2004) and furthermore by visuospatial working memory (WM), inhibition, and impulse control (Albert & Steinberg, 2011; Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000) . Older adults' TOL performance has been linked not only to fluid abilities (Bugg et al., 2006; Gilhooly et al., 2002; Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000; Zook et al., 2006) and visuospatial WM (Gilhooly et al., 2002; Phillips, Gilhooly, Logie, Della Sala, & Wynn, 2003; Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000) but also to processing speed (Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000) . As age-induced changes are well documented for fluid abilities (Bugg et al., 2006; Delaloye et al., 2009; Gilhooly et al., 2002; Zook et al., 2006) , WM functions (Bopp & Verhaeghen, 2005; Delaloye et al., 2009; Gilhooly et al., 2002; Verhaeghen & Zhang, 2013) , and processing speed (Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000; Bugg et al., 2006; Salthouse, 2000) , they seem to be the most informative in characterizing age-related planning decrements.
Yet, inconsistency remains as to their relative contributions. Although some studies indicate fluid abilities to be the most important contributor, exceeding the predictive power of spatial WM (Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000) and even of age itself , others suggest that the impact of age on planning is primarily mediated by processing speed, given that statistically controlling for it renders the effect of age nonsignificant (Andrés & Van der Linden, 2000; Sorel & Pennequin, 2008) . However, formal mediation analyses of planning abilities have so far only been conducted in children and young adults (Albert & Steinberg, 2011) . Furthermore, it is unknown whether the unique contributions of these cognitive functions to planning change from younger to older age, as has been shown for other complex cognitive abilities (Sylvain-Roy, Lungu, & Belleville, 2014) . Thus, despite evidence for a differential contribution of fluid abilities, WM, and processing speed to planning in older age, valid inferences on their role as mediators and on potential age-related changes therein when compared with younger age can as yet not be drawn.
Therefore, the current study aimed at formally assessing mediation effects of fluid abilities, WM capacity, and processing speed on TOL performance using the sample of older adults from Köstering and coworkers (2014) and a group of younger adults. Specifically, we sought to establish (a) whether the effect of age on planning was mediated by either of the cognitive tasks and (b) whether processing speed provided unique variance to planning performance when accounting for variations in fluid reasoning and WM capacity. We also aimed at establishing (c) whether fluid reasoning and WM capacity mediated each other, given that they are known to be closely related, expecting fluid reasoning to make a greater unique contribution to planning performance (cf. Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000) . Based on results of age effects on planning accuracy specifically related to varying search-depth-, but not search-breadth-demands (Köstering et al., 2014) , analyses further sought to unravel the cognitive foundations of search depth-specific planning. Increased depth of search is putatively associated with higher demands on relational integration (Köstering et al., 2014) , an age-sensitive process known to tax WM and fluid abilities (Viskontas, Morrison, Holyoak, Hummel, & Knowlton, 2004; Viskontas, Holyoak, & Knowlton, 2005) , so that search depth-specific planning decrements were expected to be mediated by WM capacity and fluid reasoning. As age-related effects on planning latencies were less robust (Köstering et al., 2014) , mediation analyses were restricted to planning accuracy. To delineate possible agerelated differences in these mediation effects, analyses were first performed in older and younger adults separately and followed up by moderated mediation models based on data from the whole sample.
Method

Participants
Participants were recruited for studies at the University Medical Center Freiburg addressing the effects of healthy aging on cognitive functions (Köstering et al., 2014) or as healthy controls for investigations with psychiatric patients (Kaller et al., 2013) . All participants were native German speakers, reported no history of neurological or Figure 1 . (A) Age-related accuracy (problems solved in the minimum number of moves) for problems with low and high levels of search depth (low SD, black markers; high SD, gray markers), respectively, for the present sample (from Köstering et al., 2014) . (B) Levels of search depth exemplified for five-move problems on the Tower of London. SD denotes the number of intermediate moves (dotted arrows) to be considered before the first goal move (solid arrows). Optimal solution of the problem in the upper row demands removing the obstacle of the black ball before the white ball can be placed into its goal position, requiring mental anticipation of a relatively short move sequence and thus placing low demands on the depth of search (low SD). By contrast, for optimal solution of the problem in the lower row, the black ball has to be moved from its goal peg to the middle peg, so that the white ball can be removed from the goal position of the black ball, which only then can be placed into its goal position. However, on the first move, the black ball must not be placed on the smallest peg, because this would only leave the middle peg as target position for the white ball on the second move, thereby creating an obstacle further along the solution path by blocking the move of the gray ball to its goal position. That is, because two intermediate moves and their resulting consequences have to be anticipated taking into account the interdependencies between moves, the solution path has to be searched ahead to a greater depth (high SD).
psychiatric disorder and no color blindness, completed the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996) and a German vocabulary test on verbal intelligence (Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-Intelligenztest [MWT-A]; Lehrl, Merz, Burkhard, & Fischer, 1991) . Additionally, older participants were screened with the CERAD dementia test battery (Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease; http://cerad.mc.duke.edu), including the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) , and completed the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) . Magnetic Resonance images of all participants were inspected for incidental neurological findings.
For the group of older adults, 126 community-dwelling adults participated in the study. Twenty participants were excluded because of incidental neurological findings, depressive symptoms, signs of cognitive decline, or planning performance at floor levels (Köstering et al., 2014 
Experimental Tasks
Participants completed (in order of administration) the following tasks: TOL, Identical Pictures task (IP), Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM), and Counting Span task (CTSP) on a 12.1″ touch sensitive screen of an IBM ThinkPad X41 Tablet computer (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Tower of London.-Planning abilities were assessed with the TOL (Shallice, 1982 ) using a structurally balanced problem set with 24 trials of three-, four-, and five-move problems (eight trials each) presented in fixed order to all participants and comprising a manipulation of the structural problem parameters SD and goal hierarchy (GH) (Kaller et al., 2011; Kaller, Unterrainer, & Stahl, 2012 ; see Supplementary Appendix A for detailed information on the problem set).
SD refers to the number of intermediate moves to be considered before the first goal move, so that greater SD require that a longer series of intermediate moves be devised while taking into account interdependencies between singular moves ( Figure 1B ; Kaller et al., 2011; Köstering et al., 2012) . GH refers to the ambiguity with which the sequence of final moves is derivable from the configuration of the goal state (Kaller et al., 2011) : If all balls of the goal state are stacked on one peg, it is obvious that the bottommost ball has to be placed into its goal position first, followed by the second-to-last and topmost balls. By contrast, if balls are distributed in a "flat" goal configuration with each ball on a different peg, the sequence of final moves is not inherently evident. Resolving this ambiguity requires an increased breadth of search in problem space, because several alternative move sequences have to be evaluated against each other to identify the optimal sequential ordering of goal moves (Kaller et al., 2011) . Here, for each minimum-move length, the relative ambiguity of GH (goal ambiguity [GA]) was nested under the two respective levels of SD, yielding two levels for each parameter (low and high SD; low and high GA; cf. Köstering et al., 2012; McKinlay et al., 2008) .
Participants were familiarized with the maneuvering of balls (colored in yellow, blue, and red) and verbally instructed to transform the start state of each problem into matching the goal state, presented in the bottom and upper half of the screen, respectively, in the least number of moves possible while following several rules: (a) the tallest peg could accommodate three balls, the second tallest peg two balls, and the shortest peg only one ball; (b) no ball could be placed outside of pegs; (c) only the topmost ball on each peg could be moved; and (d) moves always had to be planned in advance of movement execution. The minimum number of moves to solution for each problem was presented on the screen, with presentation of each trial limited to one minute (cf. Shallice, 1982 ; see also Supplementary Appendix B). The task was automatically aborted after exceeding the time limit on three consecutive trials. Performance was measured by accuracy (percentage of problems solved in the minimum number of moves within the time limit).
Identical Pictures.-The IP (Babcock & Laguna, 1997) was used to measure processing speed. On each trial, participants were presented with a target figure of a black-andwhite drawing and five visually similar test figures and had to judge as quickly as possible which test figure was identical to the target by touching the selected test figure on the screen. The task consisted of 33 trials (the first 3 were discarded as practice trials). Performance was measured by the median reaction time of responses on correct trials.
Standard Progressive Matrices.-The Raven SPM (J. C. Raven, J. Raven, & Court, 1999 ) assessed participants' fluid abilities. The SPM comprised 60 items arranged in 5 sets, each item consisting of a visual pattern with a part missing. The task was to select from six (sets A and B) or eight alternative pieces (sets C through E) the one that completed the pattern correctly. Participants had 10 min to solve as many of the 54 items as possible (the first 6 items represented practice trials). On each trial, the target pattern was presented in the upper half and the test pieces in the bottom half of the screen. Participants responded by touching a test piece on the computer screen and were allowed to correct responses before finalizing them. Accuracy in percent (number of correct items divided by number of items attempted) served as outcome measure.
Counting Span.-The CTSP (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982; Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, & Conway, 1999) measured participants' WM capacity, consisting of 21 items arranged in 7 levels of increasing item size (2-8 elements, 3 items per level). Each item comprised a sequence of visual displays featuring randomly arranged target (blue circles) and distractor stimuli (blue squares and green circles). Participants had to vocally count the targets of each element; the last element was followed by prompting participants to recall the number of targets from each element in correct order. Items were presented in ascending element size, and participants had to recall at least one item per level, otherwise the task was aborted. Elements counted incorrectly but subsequently recalled were scored as correct (9.45% of trials). With one point given for each correct item (all-or-nothing unit scoring; Conway et al., 2005) , the total sum of correct items served as outcome measure.
Data Analysis
Based on overall performance for each task, outliers (defined as the most extreme 0.1% of the z-standardized group-specific distribution, i.e., z ± 3.29) were deleted casewise, resulting in sample sizes of N = 104 for CTSP and N = 105 for IP in older adults and N = 68 for SPM and N = 67 for IP in younger adults-due to exclusion of outliers and resultant minor differences in sample sizes across mediation models, total effects of the same variable can slightly differ between mediation models.
Mediation analyses.-Mediation analyses test the assumption that the bivariate relationship between a predictor variable X and an outcome variable Y is mediated by a third variable M, with M assumed to be affected by X and in turn to predict Y, thereby contributing to the effect of X on Y. Therefore, the total effect (c t ) of the predictor on the outcome is a combination of the direct effect (c d ) of X on Y and the indirect effect (a*b) of X on Y via M.
Given the rationale of the study, three series of mediation models tested (a) whether the effect of age on planning accuracy was mediated by fluid abilities, WM capacity, or processing speed; (b) whether the effects of fluid abilities and WM on planning accuracy were mediated by each other; and (c) whether the effect of speed on planning accuracy was mediated by fluid abilities or WM capacity.
For every model, it was first assessed whether formal testing of the mediation effect was warranted following Baron and Kenny (1986) : (a) The total effect c t was estimated using X as single regressor in predicting Y; (b) X had to be significantly linked to M; (c) when controlling for X, M had to significantly predict Y; and (d) when controlling for M, the direct effect c d of X on Y had to be attenuated compared with the total effect c t (partial mediation) or reduced to nonsignificance (complete mediation). Steps a and b were performed by regressing Y and M on X, respectively. Steps c and d were tested simultaneously in a multiple regression of Y on X and M. Second, significance testing of the mediation effect was performed using the PROCESS procedure (version 2.04; Hayes, 2013) in SPSS 20 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), which estimates the total, direct, and indirect effects of a predictor on an outcome with bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals for the indirect effect (Hayes, 2013) -the Sobel test of the indirect effect was not used because it assumes normal distribution of the product of the path weights for the indirect effect, although this assumption is commonly violated (Hayes, 2009) , whereas bootstrapping is a distribution-free statistical procedure providing greater statistical power in testing significance of the indirect effect (Hayes, 2013) . Bootstrapping was performed with 50,000 samples.
Analyses were performed for (a) overall planning accuracy and (b) search depth-specific accuracy. Given the nonlinearity of age-related differences in accuracy for problems with high (SDhigh) versus low (SDlow) SD (Köstering et al., 2014;  Figure 1A ), the difference score was uncorrelated to age (SDdiff, r = −.033, p = .735, two-tailed), and mediation analyses were separately performed for SDlow and SDhigh accuracy. As there were no age-related differences in the effect of varying GA (i.e., search breadth) on accuracy (Köstering et al., 2014) , mediation models were restricted to search depth-related planning demands.
Mediation analyses were performed for older and younger adults separately, thus first probing mediation effects within older and younger age, respectively. Second, moderated mediation analyses were computed with age group as moderator (cf. Hayes, 2013 ; see Supplementary Material), probing differences in mediation effects between age groups based on data from the whole sample.
Path modeling.-In an approach to accommodate results from mediation analyses within a single statistical model, path models were specified for (a) overall TOL accuracy and for (b) SDlow and SDhigh accuracy in older adults. Subsequently, specified models were fit to younger adults' data to test for differences in model fit between age groups (see Supplementary Material).
Results
Descriptive Statistics
Older adults' mean accuracy was 64.15% ± 14.21 (M ± SD) for TOL problems overall, 68.48% ± 15.77 for SDlow problems, and 59.83% ± 17.81 for SDhigh problems. Mean SPM accuracy was 62.42% ± 20.97, mean number of correct CTSP items was 7.33 ± 2.30, and median reaction time on the IP was 2.35 s ± 0.46. Younger adults' mean overall TOL accuracy was 83.27% ± 10.17; SDlow and SDhigh accuracy was 85.75% ± 11.08 and 80.80% ± 13.51, respectively. Younger participants had a mean SPM accuracy of 84.11% ± 11.46 and recalled 8.87 ± 2.80 CTSP items. Median IP reaction time was 1.55 s ± 0.23. As expected, t-tests revealed superior performance of younger adults in all tasks (see Supplementary Material). Table 1 gives an overview on the bivariate relationships in the two groups.
Mediation Analyses
In all mediation models (Figures 2 and 3) , path weights refer to standardized regression coefficients. Corresponding indirect effects were significant if the bias-corrected 95% bootstrap confidence interval did not include zero, corresponding to an α value below 5% (see Supplementary  Tables S1-S4 , for comprehensive statistics).
Overall Planning Accuracy
Older adults.-For the significant effect of age on overall accuracy (TOL), neither CTSP nor IP represented plausible mediators given their nonsignificant contribution to TOL in regressions with age ( Figure 2A) . However, age significantly predicted SPM (β = −.314, t = −3.375, p = .0010), which in turn significantly predicted TOL in a multiple regression with age (β = .195, t = 2.118, p = .0365). SPM attenuated the total effect of age on TOL (c t.Age , β = −.422, t = −4.743, p < .0001; c d.Age , β = −.360, t = −3.912, p = .0002; Figure 2A ) and the indirect effect through SPM was significant (β = −.061; Supplementary Table S1), thus establishing partial mediation by fluid abilities of the relationship between age and overall planning accuracy.
For the effects of fluid abilities and WM capacity on planning, mediation analyses revealed that, in a multiple regression on CTSP and SPM, SPM had a significant effect (β = .237, t = 2.421, p = .0173), whereas CTSP narrowly missed significance (β = .190, t = 1.942, p = .0549). SPM attenuated the effect of CTSP on TOL (c t.CTSP , β = .264, t = 2.761, p = .0068) and the indirect effect through SPM was significant (β = .073; Supplementary Table S1), whereas CTSP did not mediate the effect of SPM on TOL ( Figure 2B ; Supplementary Table S1 ). Thus, fluid abilities independently predicted TOL accuracy and mediated the total effect of WM capacity.
Furthermore, a significant mediation of the total effect of IP on TOL was found for both CTSP and SPM: In multiple regressions with IP, both variables significantly predicted TOL (CTSP, β = .220, t = 2.234, p = .0277; SPM, β = . Table S1 ). Hence, the effect of processing speed on overall accuracy was completely mediated by fluid abilities and WM capacity.
Younger adults.-By contrast, analyses for younger adults revealed that mediation of the age effect on TOL by SPM, CTSP, or IP was rendered impossible by the nonsignificant prediction of SPM and CTSP from age and of TOL from IP in a multiple regression with age ( Figure 3A ; Supplementary Table S1 ).
For the effect of SPM and CTSP on TOL, mutual mediation effects emerged ( Figure 3B ): SPM attenuated Table S2) . Conversely, CTSP also attenuated the effect of SPM on overall TOL accuracy (c t.SPM , β = .462, t = 4.233, p = .0001; c d.SPM , β = .354, t = 3.054, p = .0033) and exerted a significant indirect effect (β TOL = .108; Supplementary Table S2) .
Mediation of the effect of IP by SPM or CTSP was rendered impossible, as IP did not predict SPM or CTSP ( Figure 3C ; Supplementary Table S2) .
Search Depth-Specific Planning Accuracy
Older adults.-For SD low accuracy, the effect of age (c t.Age , β = −.361, t = −3.948, p = .0001) was neither mediated Figure 2 . Simple mediation models in older adults with accuracy for Tower of London problems overall (TOL; panels A-C), for problems with low search depth (SDlow; panels D-F), and for problems with high search depth (SDhigh; panels G-I) as outcome variable, respectively. Models tested mediation of the effect of chronological age by either fluid abilities (SPM), working memory capacity (CTSP), or processing speed (IP) (panels A, D, and G), of SPM and CTSP by each other (panels B, E, and H), and of IP by SPM or CTSP (panels C, F, and I). All path weights refer to standardized regression coefficients; c t denotes the total effect and c d the direct effect of the predictor on the outcome variable. *Significant at α = .05, **α = .01, ***α < .001, two-tailed.
by SPM, CTSP, nor IP, as they did not predict SDlow in multiple regressions with age ( Figure 2D ; Supplementary Table S2) .
Whereas the significant effect of CTSP on SDlow was not mediated by SPM ( Figure 2E ; Supplementary Table S3), the total effect of SPM, although failing to reach significance, was further attenuated by CTSP (c t.SPM , β = .156, t = 1.598, p = .1131; c d.SPM , β = .088, t = 0.876, p = .3833; Figure 2E ), with the indirect effect significant (β = .068; Supplementary  Table S3) . Thus, the effect of fluid abilities on SDlow was mediated by WM capacity, but not vice versa.
The total effect of IP on SDlow (c t.IP , β = −.180, t = −1.843, p = .0683) was also mediated by CTSP, which further reduced the effect of IP when entered as a regressor (c d.IP , β = −.124, t = −1.244, p = .2165; Figure 2F ) and exerted Figure 3 . Simple mediation models in younger adults with accuracy for Tower of London problems overall (TOL; panels A-C), for problems with low search depth (SDlow; panels D-F), and for problems with high search depth (SDhigh; panels G-I) as outcome variable, respectively. Models tested mediation of the effect of chronological age by either fluid abilities (SPM), working memory capacity (CTSP), or processing speed (IP) (panels A, D, and G), of SPM and CTSP by each other (panels B, E, and H), and of IP by SPM or CTSP (panels C, F, and I). All path weights refer to standardized regression coefficients; c t denotes the total effect and c d the direct effect of the predictor on the outcome variable. *Significant at α = .05, **α = .01, ***α < .001, two-tailed. a significant indirect effect (β = −.057; Supplementary  Table S2 ). No such effect emerged for SPM ( Figure 2F ; Supplementary Table S3) .
Regarding SDhigh accuracy, in a multiple regression with age SPM significantly predicted SDhigh (β = .236, t = 2.813, p = .0059) and considerably attenuated the effect of age (c t.Age , β = −.353, t = −3.852, p = .0002; c d.Age , β = −.271, t = −2.892, p = .0047; Figure 2G ). The indirect effect through SPM reached significance (β = −.083; Supplementary Table S3), establishing partial mediation by fluid abilities on the relationship between age and SDhigh accuracy. In contrast, both CTSP and IP did not significantly predict SDhigh accuracy in multiple regressions with age ( Figure 2G ; Supplementary Table S3 ).
The significant effect of CTSP on SDhigh (c t.CTSP , β = .202, t = 2.082, p = .0398) was rendered nonsignificant by SPM (c d.CTSP , β = .109, t = 1.112, p = .2687; Figure 2H ), with the corresponding indirect effect significant (β = .093; Supplementary Table S3) . Thus, the effect of WM capacity on SDhigh accuracy was completely mediated by fluid abilities. Conversely, the significant effect of SPM on SDhigh was not mediated by CTSP ( Figure 2H ; Supplementary Table S3 ).
The total effect of IP on SDhigh accuracy, although narrowly missing significance (c t.IP , β = −.189, t = −1.950, p = .0539), was mediated by SPM, which reduced the effect of IP (c d.IP , β = −.123, t = −1.304, p = .1951) and exerted a significant indirect effect (β = −.066; Figure 2I ; Supplementary Table S3 ). No such effect emerged for CTSP ( Figure 2I ; Supplementary Table S3) .
Younger adults.-Given nonsignificant predictions of SPM and CTSP from age and of CTSP and SPM from IP, respective mediation for SDlow and SDhigh accuracy was rendered impossible (Figure 3D , F, G, and I; Supplementary Table S4) .
However, SPM emerged as significant mediator of the effect of CTSP on SDlow (c t.CTSP , β = .338, t = 2.919, p = .0048; c d.CTSP , β = .235, t = 1.897, p = .0623) and SDhigh (c t.CTSP , β = .339, t = 2.925, p = .0047; c d.CTSP , β = .204, t = 1.686, p = .0966) accuracy ( Figure 3E and H), with significant indirect effects (β SDlow = .103, β SDhigh = .135; Supplementary Table S4 ). Conversely, the indirect effect of SPM through CTSP was significant (β SDlow = .096, β SDhigh = .084; Supplementary Table S4), but mediation could not be established, as CTSP missed significance in multiple regressions with SPM (p = .0623 for SDlow and p = .0966 for SDhigh). Thus, SPM mediated the effect of CTSP on SDlow and SDhigh, with trends also for a reverse mediation.
Moderated Mediation Analyses
Detailed information and comprehensive statistics are reported in Supplementary Material. For overall TOL accuracy, moderated mediation of the age effect on TOL through SPM emerged, with the indirect effect only significant for older adults. Furthermore, whereas mediation of the effect of CTSP on TOL through SPM was significant for both age groups, the reverse mediation of SPM through CTSP was moderated in being only significant for younger adults. Mediation of the effect of IP on TOL through SPM and CTSP was moderated by being only significant for older adults.
For search depth-specific accuracy, mediation of the effect of SPM on SDlow through CTSP was significant for both groups. Conversely, the indirect effect of CTSP on SDlow through SPM was moderated in being significant for younger adults only. For SDhigh accuracy, again a moderated mediation of the age effect through SPM, significant for older adults only, emerged. Furthermore, an unmoderated mediation of CTSP by SPM was found. By contrast, the trend for a reverse mediation of SPM through CTSP from main analyses of younger adults (cf. Figure 3H) could not be corroborated, as CTSP did not exert any significant indirect effects. Mediation of the effect of IP on SDlow through CTSP and on SDhigh through SPM found in main analyses of older adults (cf. Figure 2F and I) could also not be corroborated, as respective indirect effects were nonsignificant.
Concurring with the main results, moderated mediation analyses suggested (a) selective mediation of the effects of age and IP in older adults, (b) mutual mediation of CTSP and SPM in predicting overall and SDlow accuracy in younger age, contrary to (c) a selective mediation of CTSP through SPM for overall accuracy and of SPM through CTSP for SDlow accuracy in older age. However, analyses also suggested age-invariant mediation of the effect of CTSP on SDhigh accuracy through SPM without a reverse mediation and did not yield any mediation of the effect of IP on search depth-specific accuracy for older adults.
Path Modeling
For both overall and search depth-specific planning in older adults, path models most closely resembling results from mediation analyses were endorsed as the best-fitting and most parsimonious models (see Supplementary  Material) . The best-fitting models for older adults' data did not provide the best fit for younger adults' data, thus further arguing for different relationships of cognitive tasks underlying planning accuracy in younger and older age.
Discussion
Summary of Results
The present study aimed at delineating the cognitive foundations of age-related planning decrements by applying a formal framework of mediation analyses. For overall planning accuracy, fluid abilities mediated the effect of age, WM capacity, and processing speed in older adults, whereas in younger adults mutual mediation of fluid reasoning and WM capacity was revealed. Thus, age-related differences emerged with an equal versus differential contribution of fluid reasoning and WM capacity in younger versus older age.
For search depth-related accuracy of older adults, WM capacity mediated the influence of fluid abilities on low-search-depth accuracy and, vice versa, fluid abilities mediated the effects of WM capacity and age on highsearch-depth accuracy. By contrast, in young adults, fluid reasoning mediated the effect of WM capacity on both low and high search-depth-accuracy, with the reverse mediation effect only significant for low SD. Hence, differences between age groups also emerged for search depth-related planning, particularly regarding a uniform contribution of fluid reasoning in younger age versus selective contribution to planning under high SD in older age.
Mediation of Overall Planning Accuracy
The critical role of fluid abilities demonstrated here across younger and older age accords well with previous findings (Albert & Steinberg, 2011; Bugg et al., 2006; Gilhooly et al., 2002; Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000; Unterrainer et al., 2004; Zook et al., 2004; . Importantly, however, fluid reasoning mediated the effect of age on overall accuracy in older, but not in younger adults. Thus, age and fluid reasoning are independent predictors of planning accuracy during young and mid-adulthood. This age independence changes in older age, where a significant portion of differences in planning abilities can be attributed to concomitant age-related changes in fluid cognition, marking preserved versus impaired fluid reasoning as one of the critical mechanisms whereby the detrimental impact of chronological age on planning performance unfolds.
Furthermore, in younger adults, fluid reasoning and WM capacity were equally important for planning accuracy, given the mutual mediation of their direct effects. By contrast, for older adults, the influence of fluid abilities was found to take precedence over variations in WM capacity. This accords with previous findings indicating that WM does not account for variance in older adults' TOL accuracy above and beyond that of fluid abilities, and that the effect of chronological age on WM itself is eliminated by partialing out the influence of fluid abilities (Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000) . Other studies on the contribution of WM to planning in older age did not measure its predictive power against that of fluid abilities (Gilhooly et al., 2002; Phillips et al., 2003) , so that current results considerably extend knowledge on the interplay of these two processes. As age effects on fluid reasoning and WM capacity were comparably large in older adults, the increased reliance of planning on fluid reasoning (or lessened reliance on WM capacity) in older versus younger age does not merely reflect a statistical effect of higher age-related variance in fluid reasoning than in WM capacity and it also does not suggest a compensatory mechanism of relying on relatively spared fluid abilities. Rather, present analyses indicate that the close link between fluid abilities and WM in older age (Delaloye et al., 2009; Rabbitt & Lowe, 2000) can be explained in terms of WM capacity representing a basic process which fluid abilities operate on in their unique contribution to complex cognition, so that age-related decrements in fluid reasoning are a greater limiting factor for older adults' planning performance than limited WM capacity.
Moreover, processing speed was closely related to other cognitive functions in older, but not in younger adults, demonstrating that the tight link of processing speed to higher order cognition is indeed characteristic of older age (Salthouse, 2000) . However, the influence of speed on planning accuracy could be completely explained by variations in fluid abilities and WM capacity. Furthermore, speed did not mediate the effect of age on planning, which runs contrary to the assumption that controlling for speed significantly attenuates age effects on higher order cognition (Salthouse, 2000) . This remarkable absence of effects cannot result from a lack of age-related variation in processing speed per se, given that age and speed were highly correlated. Mediation analyses were further repeated with older adults' time needed to complete part A of the Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan, 1955) as another speed index, yielding the same results-the TMT was available as part of the CERAD dementia screening that was administered to older adults (see Method section). Thus, processing speed was consistently marked as the most basic cognitive function with no independent contribution to age-related deteriorations in overall accuracy, thereby providing new and unique insight into the interplay of processing speed with complex cognition in older age. Furthermore, present results demonstrate that the cognitive functions contributing to overall planning accuracy experience significant change from younger to older adulthood.
Mediation of Search Depth-Specific Planning Accuracy
For older adults' search depth-related accuracy, WM capacity mediated the effect of fluid abilities under low search-depth-demands and, conversely, fluid abilities mediated the effect of WM capacity and also of age on planning under high search-depth-demands. That is, for older adults, WM capacity seems to represent a basic, yet important mechanism during search depth-related planning, while fluid cognition is only invoked by increased SD. Thus, differences in WM capacity of older adults are sufficient in significantly determining planning accuracy under low search-depth-demands, possibly by generally limiting the amount of planning-relevant information available, but putatively also indicating a reduced adoption of relational reasoning strategies. In contrast to this selective involvement of fluid cognition in older age, it critically determined accuracy for both high and low SD in younger adults, indicating a general adoption of fluid reasoning strategies, while WM capacity was also only involved in planning under low demands to search ahead.
It was previously argued that search depth-specific impairments may be driven by underlying differences in relational integration (Köstering et al., 2014) , which is a core characteristic of fluid cognition and known to deteriorate with age (Viskontas et al., 2004; . Relational integration refers to the simultaneous consideration of multiple relations or dimensions during reasoning and has been suggested as a common characteristic of complex cognitive functions (Christoff et al., 2001) . Besides fluid reasoning, it is closely linked to WM capacity, especially in older adults, in that the latter limits the number of relations that can be processed simultaneously (Viskontas et al., 2004; . As posited by Halford, Wilson, and Phillips (1998) , planning in the Tower of Hanoi (TOH), a disc-transfer task like the TOL, critically depends on knowledge about the relations between singular moves and on the integration of this relational knowledge, so as to identify the moves that will accomplish a (sub-) goal. Hence, relational complexity increases with an increasing number of interdependent moves, whose relations to each other have to be integrated into a coherent move sequence (Halford et al., 1998) . This directly relates to SD: The more intermediate moves have to be considered before the subgoal of executing a goal move, the more relational information on move interdependencies has to be inferred and integrated (Kaller et al., 2011; Köstering et al., 2012) .
Hence, the major contribution of fluid reasoning to planning under high search-depth-demands in both age groups attests to the pivotal role of the ability to consider and integrate an increased number of relations between intermediate moves while searching ahead, which is therefore indispensable for successful planning under high SD demands. As fluid reasoning also mediated the effect of age on accuracy for high-search-depth problems as well as on overall accuracy in older adults, age-related impairments in this critical cognitive function of integrating relational information may further drive age-related decrements in planning performance. In sum, varying demands on the depth of search during planning and on associated integration of relational information are not only differentially related to different stages of older age (Köstering et al., 2014) , but also differentially related to underlying cognitive functions in younger versus older age.
It has to be noted that, given the profound differences between younger and older adults in search depth-related (and also overall) planning accuracy, age-related differences in mediation effects of contributing cognitive processes may also reflect, at least in part, performance-related differences. For instance, high performers might increasingly invoke fluid reasoning over WM processes for problems even with low SD demands regardless of their age. As this performance difference is inherent to the present comparison of younger and older adults, future studies investigating different performance groups of homogenous age are needed, so as unravel to what extent differential mediation effects of planning performance are further driven by differences in performance.
Limitations
Although supplementary path models most closely reflecting results from mediation analyses provided the best fit for older adults' data, not all path coefficients reached significance at α = .05. Importantly, however, the critical paths concerning fluid abilities and age were significant in the best-fitting path models. Moreover, path analyses in younger adults revealed different relationships between age and cognitive tasks than for older adults, indicating that the proposed causal interplay of the cognitive processes underlying planning performance experiences significant change from younger to older age.
Furthermore, it is still unclear how older adults' deficits in laboratory planning tasks relate to their everyday planning abilities. Older adults' performance on ecologically more valid planning tasks has been found to be spared despite poorer TOL performance (Kliegel, Martin, McDaniel, & Phillips, 2007; Phillips, Kliegel, & Martin, 2006) . However, meta-analytic evidence suggests that everyday problemsolving skills are impaired in older age (Thornton & Duke, 2005) and TOL performance is significantly associated with everyday problem-solving and functioning in various clinical populations (e.g., Bottari, Dassa, Rainville, & Dutil, 2009; Voelbel et al., 2011) . Moreover, executive functions, for which planning is prototypical, significantly predict older adults' everyday functioning (Gross, Rebok, Unverzagt, Willis, & Brandt, 2011) . That is, although further research is needed on the association with everyday planning abilities and functioning, age-related decrements in TOL performance represent a valid proxy for older adults' problems in coping with novel, nonroutine situations.
Conclusion
The present study shed further light on the development of planning abilities in healthy aging by formally assessing the mediating effects of fluid abilities, WM capacity, and processing speed in younger and older age. For older adults, slowed processing speed does not contribute unique variance. WM capacity is selectively involved in planning under low demands of searching ahead, whereas fluid reasoning emerged as the single most important predictor of planning accuracy overall and under high demands on the depth of search, putatively via relational integration, which helps to consider an increased number of relations between interdependent moves in devising an optimal move sequence. Given that fluid reasoning and WM capacity are mainly mutually involved in planning accuracy in younger age, their differential contribution in older age might represent a critical cognitive mechanism underlying planning decrements in healthy aging.
